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An Adopted Witch, a Murdered Movie Star, and Mysterious Writings on Cave WallsThe Seven

Caves tourist attraction has been a safe haven for 20 year old Bailey Robinson, that is until murder

strikes a failing movie star in one of the Caves. The celebrity grew up in the town near the Seven

Caves and was about to reveal the secret writings on their walls. But something murderous lurks

within the Caves and Bailey is about to discover that she is one part of that secret.Find out what

happens as Bailey and her friends, Avery and Piper, discover that even a small town has a treasure

trove of secrets, and some of them are magical, while others are sinister.**Includes a Bonus Book!**
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If you like books about witches, you will find this one very interesting. It is sort of a beginning of

witchcraft book. Bailey is adopted as a newborn, and only her birth mother and adoptive mother

know for sure that she is the daughter of a witch who can't keep her. We fast forward and a grown

up Bailey remains in the dark about her heritage until a horrible murder affects her life and the life of

the people in Coven Grove. It is a short book but paves the way for more books in the series. I liked



the loyal friends Bailey has as well as her witchy support group that will help her understand her

legacy.

This book was great, it was fast paced and read it in one day. The characters were well written and

the plot was steady. Yes there was a murder committed but that was the only violence that was

committed. Nothing else. Bailey is a girl who is trying to find herself and trying to please her boss,

she knows she is adopted, and all of the sudden she starts hearing voices in her head, she worries

that she is going crazy, and in the midst of this, she finds out she is a witch. So she makes the best

decision, that she can make, she decides to leave to look for her maternal mother, but as she

approaches her departure time, she solves the murder, and a Chloe, who happens to be a witch,

helps her accept destiny. Now I can't wait to read the next book.

Great start to a new series. This could be a good one to follow. Bailey thought she was going crazy.

She was hearing voices. That didn't make it easy to do her job and keep a demanding boss happy.

A film company was in town to make a documentary about her beloved caves. Just as they were

getting started, the host is murdered. Bailey and her friends want to find out what happened to her.

All the while, she keeps hearing the voices. Is she crazy? Will the killer strike again? Read to find

out.

I was captivated from the start. Paranormal story lines can seem far-fetched but Bailey coming to

understand her powers was handled naturally and realistically. Hearing other people's thought

made her feel like she was going crazy. The pacing was great, the characters were well developed

and I am excited to read the next installment!I received an ARC from the author in exchange for my

honest review

I really enjoyed this book. It's a fast read and one that hooks you from the beginning. I can't wait to

read the next book in this series. The characters in the story were believable and had me guessing

who the murderer was until the end.

The characters were forced and seemed pretty one dimensional. The plot was not well developed

and the connections were easy to spot. The "magic" of the lead character was underdeveloped and

simple.



I received The Witching on the wall as a ARC free copy. I was drawn into this awesome story from

the beginning. I am not going to give the story line away but it is not only about a young woman

discovering who she is . But also discovering the love of family , friends and your home town. This

story is funny, heartwarming and adds mystery to this. I am never disappointed in Constance Barker

books. I recommend this short story to anyone who wants to escape the everyday world.

First of all, this is not a full length book. I read it too quickly! It was less than a 30 minute read. The

plot was predicatble and it came to a conclusion so swiftly with no sense of tension or drama. The

series has so much promise but I don't know that the author has the skill to develop it fully. Very

disappointing!
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